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risks and uncertainties are quite common in projects in general and in 

large and complex infrastructure projects in special. Sometimes these 

risks can cause conflicts and disputes, which cannot be solved between 

the contracting parties. A lawsuit often would be the only way to solve 

the conflict. To avoid going to court, several variations for conflict solu-

tion have been established. After an introduction into the topic of these 

mechanisms, a research project will be presented. In this project the 

adjudication model is incorporated into a recent guideline for partner-

ing in the construction of civil infrastructure projects. The findings of the 

testing phase of this guideline in real construction project are all in all 

very good. The solutions came faster and the costs were lower than in a 

court process. Some disputes were even solved without an adjudication 

process, but with the help of the adjudicators.

INTRODUCTION
Construction projects and especially 

civil infrastructure projects are becom-

ing more and more complex. Hence, it 

is not surprising that conflicts between 

the contracting parties may arise dur-

ing the construction period (Spang and 

Riemann, 2011). This is explained by 

the nature of the projects themselves 

since they are unique phenomena of-

ten taking several years and including 

many parties and stakeholders. Some 

conflicts can be solved by a court of law 

only years after the actual completion 

of the construction project. However, 

participants complain not only about 

the tediousness of the procedure, which 

ultimately can also be ascribed to over-

loaded courts, but also about the qual-

ity of the rulings since the courts often 

lack specialization on construction law 

(Gralla and Sundermeier, 2008). This 

negative impression about rulings is 

supported by the fact that mostly there 

is a ’winner’ and a ’loser’. At this stage 

it is often too late for solutions where 

both parties come out satisfied with the 

negotiations. Therefore, it makes sense 

to solve conflicts as early as possible in 

order to avoid court proceedings and ul-

timately the associated litigation costs 

(Jannadia et al., 2000).
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Current situation in the 
construction industry
The situation in the construction indus-

try, especially in complex projects, often 

seems very similar worldwide (Spang, 

2009). There is very little cooperation 

between the client and contractor and 

both sides complain about the growing 

number of conflicts. The industry is still 

far away from partnering aspects be-

ing implemented in project execution. 

Different authors have grappled with 

this situation (Egan, 1998; Girmscheid, 

2005; Ingram and Bennet; 1997; Spang, 

2006 and Spang and Riemann, 2011) 

and have pointed out the following sig-

nificant problems resulting from that 

imperfection:

 X Mutual dissatisfaction with the cur-

rent situation

 X Distrust between the contracting 

parties

 X Business expertise is less used be-

cause of the exclusive focus on price

 X Rising cost of supplemental manage-

ment or defence against claims

 X Growing number of conflicts and 

litigations

 X Contractor’s low profit margins to-

gether with excessive risk of insolvency 

The field study conducted in 2006 on 

the construction industry in Germany 

by the Chair of Project Management at 

the University of Kassel as part of the re-

search project entitled “Partnerschaftli-

che Projektabwicklung bei Infrastruktur-

projekten zwischen Auftraggeber und 

Auftragnehmer” (Guideline for partner-

ship between client and contractor in in-

frastructure projects in Germany (“The 

guideline”)) was also able to support the 

above mentioned conclusion (Spang et 

al., 2009). This research has analysed 

126 answers from practitioners received 

on a questionnaire addressed to the vari-

ous stakeholder in the industry. 57 of the 

participants worked on the client’s side, 

another 54 were contractors and the 

remaining 15 answers came from third 

party groups, like consultants or law-

yers. More than 40% of those surveyed 

in this research indicated that they see 

no winner from the current situation (cf. 

Fig. 1). Another 42% of the contractors 

were of the opinion that the clients are 

the winners. In contrast only 20% of the 

clients see the contractors as the win-

ners. 27% of them also see both of them 

as winners, a situation that a cooper-

ative project management tries to im-

prove. The participants were also asked 

about their satisfaction with the current 

situation. More than 60% of clients and 

over 80% of contractors indicated that 

they are hardly or not at all satisfied with 

the current situation (cf. Fig. 2).

The frequency of use of different 

conflict resolution procedures was sub-

ject of another question. As can be seen 

from Fig. 3, conflicts first and foremost 

are negotiated on the project or com-

pany manager’s level and if they are 

unable to settle, the cases are referred 

to court. Extrajudicial and sometimes 

even partnership-based methods such 

as mediations, arbitrations or arbitra-

tion tribunals are applied only in excep-

tional cases. 

Sometime later, in summer 2007, 

the German Association to Develop 

Construction Court Proceedings and 

Construction Law (Deutscher Baugeri-

chtstag) commissioned a survey which 

also questioned participants in the Ger-

man construction industry but particu-

larly about the current situation in con-

flict resolution and about the options 

currently under discussion (Deutscher 

Baugerichtstag, 2007, Gralla and Sun-

dermeier, 2008). 888 replies have been 

analysed where clients and contractors 

each were represented at about 27% 

each. The remaining 46% of those sur-

veyed were formed by “Third parties”, 

such as solicitors and technical experts. 

Participants were queried, among other 

things, about their opinion on state 

courts, which in Germany still repre-

sents the most used instrument of dis-

pute resolution if the parties themselves 

are unable to settle amicably. The pro-

cedure here is as follows:

A party brings its suit before the 

Magistrate’s Court or Regional Court 

Figure2: Satisfaction of participants with the current 
situation (Spang et al., 2009)
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Figure 1: Winners in the current situation 
(Spang et al., 2009)
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(depending on the value in litigation). An 

exchange of letters and statements then 

takes place where both parties describe 

their position to the court of law. A ver-

bal hearing is then held where the par-

ties clarify their positions once again. If 

the judge is unable to make the parties 

reach an agreement at this stage, then 

the court renders its decision. Each of 

the parties can appeal this judgment 

within a certain period, following which 

proceedings before the next higher in-

stance takes place. Internal party costs 

and litigation costs are very difficult to 

estimate and can very rapidly increase if 

the proceedings drag on over a long pe-

riod because of, say, overloaded courts 

(Gralla and Sundermeier, 2008). Supple-

mentary to this the apparently wide-

spread dissatisfaction exists over the 

quality of judicial decisions.

The outcome of the research on the 

traditional, confrontational dispute resolu-

tion through state courts then comes as no 

surprise. The three groups of professionals 

mentioned above were unanimous in indi-

cating at about 60% of the votes that they 

are dissatisfied with the current situation 

in German courts (cf. Fig. 4), whereas those 

who have already once come into contact 

with arbitration tribunals were predomi-

nantly satisfied (cf. Fig.5). 

Then to the question whether 

mandatory extrajudicial dispute res-

olution procedures should be intro-

duced, those surveyed answered that 

they wanted a change. This question 

was answered with a “yes” by 70% of 

all participants, and contractors com-

prised the greatest portion (82%) of 

those who did so.

The overall impression from the 

survey is that the call for new and in-

novative dispute resolution procedures 

is becoming louder and louder (Spang, 

2009). The third annual meeting of the 

German Association to Develop Con-

struction Court Proceedings and Con-

struction Law in 2010 addressed a rec-

ommendation to legislators for future 

construction projects to have an adju-

dication procedure passed before any 

court proceedings can be initiated (3. 

Deutscher Baugerichtstag, 2010). For 

clarity the major methods of alterna-

tive dispute resolution, including the 

adjudication procedure, are briefly pre-

sented in the following section.

Alternative dispute  
resolution procedures
There are numerous procedures for 

alternative dispute resolution with 

terms sometimes applied differently.  

Figure 3: Frequency of use of different conflict resolution 
alternatives (Spang et al., 2009)
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Figure 4: Opinion on state courts
 (Deutscher Baugerichtstag, 2007)
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Figure 5: Opinion on arbitration tribunals 
(Deutscher Baugerichtstag, 2007)
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However, many procedures are hybrids 

of a few basic forms to which we will 

now limit ourselves here.

Direct Negotiations
Direct Negotiations represent the sim-

plest and most frequently applied dis-

pute resolution procedure (cf. Fig. 3). 

Opposing parties here negotiate with-

out resorting to a conflict negotiator. A 

party may include third parties such as 

an expert as advisor. These can help the 

parties to explain their respective po-

sition. The commissioning party bears 

the costs of the expert opinion. In ad-

dition, this procedure involves no other 

external litigation costs. However, de-

pending on the parties’ willingness to 

negotiate and readiness to compromise, 

the procedure can drag on for a long 

time, in major disputes often beyond 

the physical completion. It therefore 

makes sense to draw up a road map in 

advance. Should the parties then fail to 

find a solution in the agreed upon time, 

another dispute resolution procedure 

must be chosen.

Mediation
The extrajudicial method of mediation 

was first used in construction projects 

in the US (Duve, 2007). In case of dis-

pute, both parties initially appoint one 

(or several) independent third party 

(third parties) who take(s) charge of the 

procedure, especially the mediation ne-

gotiations. The goal of mediation is for 

the parties to come to an agreement 

under the moderating direction of the 

mediator. In contrast to the arbitration 

procedure, the mediator takes no posi-

tion in the dispute and also makes no 

decision. If no agreement is reached in 

the mediation, the procedure is aborted 

and the parties must resort to another 

dispute resolution procedure. Since 

the mediation procedure is only insuffi-

ciently formalized, its duration depends 

very much on how willing the parties 

are to negotiate. The parties usually 

bear the costs of the procedure, mean-

ing primarily the fees of the mediator, 

in equal parts. Each of the parties cov-

ers its own party representation costs. 

Conciliation
Just like in all the following concepts of 

alternative dispute resolution, concili-

ation should also be expressly agreed 

upon between the parties before it is 

initiated by one of them (Duve, 2007). 

Preferably such agreement should take 

place at the beginning of the project 

but it can also be made once a con-

crete dispute arises. A neutral person 

(sole conciliator) appointed by the par-

ties or an entity consisting of neutral 

persons (board of conciliators, usu-

ally three) presides over negotiations 

on conflicts between contracting par-

ties advising them. Conciliators don’t 

need to be lawyers. However, they must 

have good knowledge of construction 

law (Mnookin, 1998). The objective of 

the negotiations is that all parties find 

a common solution. If this cannot be 

reached, the conciliator will suggest a 

solution in the hopes that it would gar-

ner the greatest consent from all par-

ties. If this solution is adopted by all 

parties, then it becomes binding, but 

if it is rejected even by one party only, 

the procedure has failed. Litigation 

costs, in turn, are borne by all parties 

in equal parts (Duve, 2007) and there 

is no obligation to be represented by 

legal counsel.

Adjudication
Adjudication proceedings are similar to 

conciliation; however the independent 

adjudicator (or adjudicators) appointed 

by the parties has to make a decision on 

the dispute within a limited time based 

on facts of the case and on the contract. 

This decision is binding for all parties 

and can be overturned only by an (ar-

bitration) court. This binding effect re-

quires from adjudicator’s a high level of 

knowledge and expertise on construc-

tion law and execution of the works. The 

procedure is also more formalized than 

mediation or conciliation. The adjudica-

tor receives broader rights in acquiring 

information. The adjudicator can, for 

example, prescribe site visits, request 

documents and question third parties 

about the facts of the case (Deutscher 

Baugerichtstag, 2010). In most cases 

there is no obligation to be represented 

by legal counsel. For constitutional rea-

sons, the possibility to appeal the ad-

judication board’s decision through the 

court is imperatively in Germany.

Arbitration 
In the arbitration procedure too par-

ties initially have the greatest possible 

say on the appointment of the decision-

makers (arbitrator) and to a certain ex-
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Figure 6: Opinion of construction industry participants on mandatory 
extrajudicial conflict resolution procedures (Deutscher Baugerichtstag, 2007)
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tent on the procedure as well. However, 

(in Germany) at least one member of the 

arbitration tribunal must be a lawyer. 

The task of the arbitration tribunal pro-

cedure is to arrive at the most objec-

tive possible, final and binding deci-

sion on a dispute based on the facts of 

the case and on the contract. An appeal 

is possible only under very limited cir-

cumstances. In turn this requires the 

arbitrators to strictly obey the rules of 

“due process”, for example to allow the 

parties to fully present their case. As a 

consequence, arbitration procedures 

often take several years and incur rela-

tively high costs for example by the ar-

bitrators, technical experts, solicitors 

and in-house employees involved. Costs 

allocation finally depends on which of 

the parties prevails. 

Of the above-mentioned alternative 

dispute resolution methods adjudica-

tion is little known in Central Europe. 

It, –respectively the so-called dispute 

board- should therefore be described 

in more detail below.

Experience on dispute boards 
from abroad
History and diffusion
Circumstances, especially the required 

time for and hence the associated costs 

of following up disputes in court, led to 

the development of the dispute board 

concept in the US at the end of the 60s. 

It was initially applied on the local con-

struction market. Indeed, it is often 

problematic as well, where required, 

to have a local court of law to decide 

on a dispute to an international project. 

For this reason, the World Bank also 

supported this idea and implemented 

it for the first time on a project it was 

financing in 1980: the construction of 

a hydropower plant in Honduras (Chap-

man, 2004).

In the 1990s the Fédération Interna-

tional des Ingénieurs-Conseils (FIDIC) 

adopted the concept and formulated 

standard clauses and rules of dispute 

adjudication in its standard contracts 

for construction services in 1995 (FIDIC, 

1996). From the same year onwards the 

World Bank made the dispute board con-

cept a fixed component of its procure-

ment directives. Since a dispute board 

(DB) must be provided on all projects the 

World Bank is financing and with a con-

tract value exceeding US$ 50 million. 

From 2006 many other development 

banks have taken the FIDIC standard 

contracts in the form of the “Multilateral 

Development Bank Harmonised Edition” 

(FIDIC, 2010) as the basis for projects 

that they promote. After some devel-

opments the International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC), Paris also published 

its own rules of adjudication for interna-

tional use in 2004 (International Cham-

ber of Commerce, 2004). Adjudication 

was conceived in Great Britain solely for 

the local construction market. In 1998 

it even got a statutory framework in the 

form of the “The Housing Grants, Con-

struction and Regeneration Act 1996” 

(The Housing Grants, 1996). This Act 

normally provides an extremely short 

procedure of 28 days only between the 

referral of a dispute and the decision on 

it by the adjudicator.

Experiences with the DB 
Experiences with the various dispute 

board/adjudication concepts mainly ex-

ist from outside of Germany.

According the evolution of the con-

cept it is initially the construction mar-

ket in the US where it is used. The Dis-

pute Review Board (DRB) gains in pop-

ularity there, offering a cost-effective 

option for avoiding exorbitant costs in 

case of a legal dispute regarding domes-

tic construction projects. Many public 

clients have already adopted the DRB 

concept in their standard contract condi-

tions, that is, for a board whose decision 

initially constitutes a recommendation 

only and has no binding effect. Only 

if none of the parties raises an objec-

tion within a certain period will the de-

cision become binding. In some regions 

courts accept a dispute in construction 

affairs only if the dispute has previously 

passed through a DB procedure.

The Dispute Resolution Board Founda-

tion (DRBF) reports that the “concept 

has a success rate of roughly 90%” 

(DRBF). This means that the parties 

reach a settlement based on the DRB 

recommendation in about 90% of their 

disputes.

In Great Britain the DB, which takes 

the form of adjudication, is obligatory 

if one of the parties in construction 

matters wishes to apply it. This con-

cept is intended to mainly bring small 

companies, especially subcontractors, 

quickly and urgently back to liquidity. 

Based on statistics of the Glasgow 

Caledonian University (Research Anal-

ysis of the Progress of Adjudication), 

parties settle on the basis of these de-

cisions in about 80% of cases, mean-

ing an (arbitration) court procedure is 

avoided. In case of appeal, the courts 

uphold the adjudicator’s decision in 

about 80% of the cases (Kennedy and 

Milligan, 2003).

With regard to international con-

struction projects, one of the co-authors 

has long years of experiences with dis-

pute boards which he first summarized 

and published in a report in 2006 (Könt-

ges, 2006). This study was based on in-

formation from a number of the author’s 

own projects and strange projects. It 

dealt predominantly with project-re-

lated DRBs or DABs (project-related, 

permanent boards, in contrast to ad-hoc 

boards which are formed spontaneously 

in case of dispute) with an international 

context in countries without special leg-

islation on adjudication. A total of three 

criteria were defined eventually in the 

analysis to assess the success of the DB 

concept: expenditure of time and cost 

as well as rate of settlement. Given the 

often high cost of logistics and com-

munication in international projects, a 

dispute needs 90 to 150 days from its 

referral to the board of adjudicators up 

to the board’s reasoned decision. This 

expenditure of time arises even though 

the FIDIC provides 84 days for it in its 

rules (cf. FIDIC, 1996 and FIDIC, 2010). 

Arbitration procedures for other proj-
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ects, on the other hand, required 1.5 to 

8 years before an award was rendered.

In all the cases analysed the overall 

cost of the dispute board procedure re-

mains below 2% of the respective con-

tract value. This includes the regular 

visits to the project site in case of per-

manent dispute boards. In comparison, 

an arbitration procedure on other proj-

ects at the same period regularly costs 

more than 5% of the contract value of 

the relevant projects.

The same analysis is also unequivo-

cal regarding the rate of settlement. In 

about 75% of contracts analysed the 

dispute board’s decision forms the ba-

sis of a settlement between the parties. 

Only in about 25% of contracts does an 

(arbitration) court procedure take place 

(Köntges, 2006), a figure that is similar 

to the one that the Dispute Resolution 

Board Foundation (DRBF) from the US 

reports described above. However, in 

the same period about 60% of the con-

tracts which provide no DB ended up in 

the (arbitration) court (Köntges, 2006).

The significance of the dispute 

board for international projects can also 

be recognized from the fact that there 

are contractors for which the lack of a 

so-called DB clause in a tender proce-

dure constitutes a deal breaker. No offer 

is submitted if there are no prospects 

for adopting such a clause in the new 

contract.

Dispute boards are used in various 

medium-sized or large-scale long-term 

work contracts regarding plant engi-

neering, construction, building and civil 

construction and infrastructure activi-

ties, with general contractors and sub-

contractors. They can also be found in 

PPP and BOT contracts even though 

“The Housing Grants, Construction 

and Regeneration Act 1996” excludes 

these categories in Great Britain. This 

concept has also been found since in 

other sectors such as in sophisticated 

IT development projects.

Additionally, for example, at the 

DRBF Conference in April 2011 in Vi-

enna, various DB procedures for domes-

tic construction projects were reported 

in countries with a civil law background 

such as Austria, Switzerland and Ger-

many. However, general conclusions 

cannot yet be made because of their 

low and statistically unrepresentative 

number.

Partnering and conflict 
resolution in publicly financed 
traffic infrastructure projects in 
Germany
To counter the negative situation de-

scribed above and get away from con-

frontational project execution to one 

that is based on partnership, a research 

project was launched in 2005 with sup-

port of the German Federal Ministry of 

Transport, Building and Urban Affairs 

(BMVBS), the three main construction 

associations, large client organisations 

as well as many construction compa-

nies. Based on the positive experiences 

from abroad, which show faster, more 

cost-effective and completely more sat-

isfactory conflict resolution, the chair of 

Project Management of the University of 

Kassel in cooperation with practitioners 

from the construction industry devel-

oped a multi-stage partnering concept 

which beside others involves the (ex-

trajudicial) adjudication approach. This 

partnering concept was laid down in a 

guideline for public financed infrastruc-

ture projects, in 2008. This partnering 

guideline consists of a preamble and 

seven elements which cover regulations 

among others for the following areas:

 X Clear contractually agreed scope

 X Defined processes in case of changes 

from the contractually agreed scope

 X Management of risks

 X Common information management

 X Clear allocation of responsibilities

 X Management of conflicts / dispute 

resolution

 X Incentive systems for value 

engineering
The conflict resolution element contains 

a cascade model, including an adjudica-

tion concept, to be applied for all differ-

ences in opinion that occur (cf. Figure 7). 

The first stage, the operating level, 

is formed by the project managers from 

the client and the contractor. These per-

sons are acquainted with the project in 

the best possible way and differences 

as much as possible should be resolved 

at this level. If participants do not ar-

rive at any result within an adequate 

time, both parties or even just one of 

the two invokes the next level and pass 

the issues on to persons from the higher 

management, appointed already at the 

beginning of the project. These, on their 

part, will now try to find a solution to the 

issues under dispute. If this is also not 

successful within an adequate period, 

one party may invoke the adjudication 

board as stage three. The number of 

adjudicators depends primarily on the 

scale and the complexity of the con-

struction project. Both parties establish 

their number of board members jointly 

based on the client’s recommendation.

In case of conflict both parties pres-

ent the circumstances of their problem 

in writing. The adjudicators then invite 

both parties to a hearing. Both parties 

are heard here presenting their posi-

tions verbally regarding the facts of the 

case and their arguments. On the base 

of the facts of the case and the contrac-

tual provisions they obtained by this 

Figure 7: Cascade model for conflict 
resolution (Spang et al., 2012)
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hearing and by the written statements 

the adjudicators write a reasoned and 

provisionally binding decision. If within 

a specified period one party objects to 

the decision, it is thereafter free to re-

sort to a competent court of law. Such 

option is inalienable according to Ger-

man law. However, the adjudicator’s de-

cision remains valid until a competent 

court of law overrides it. Until then both 

parties must act in accordance with this 

decision.

The board of adjudicators on a re-

spective construction project can be 

set- up in different ways. On the one 

hand, it can be appointed “ad-hoc” for 

the particular dispute to rule only on this 

dispute. The adjudicators are therefore 

involved in the project only upon the 

submission of a dispute through the 

strategic level. On the other hand, the 

board can be appointed by the parties 

at the beginning of the project to follow 

it up on an ongoing basis. The adjudica-

tors then visit the project site regularly 

and regularly receive information on 

its progress including issues of poten-

tial conflict.

The variant involving a permanent 

board of adjudicators on a project has 

the decisive advantage of deciding on 

and resolving conflicts very fast since 

the members are already acquainted 

with the project and its environment. 

However, the disadvantages of the per-

manent dispute board are higher costs 

from the adjudicators due to their on-

going involvement. Therefore, special 

attention must be paid to the consider-

ation of which option is most suitable. 

If there are several items of conflict al-

ready to be expected at the start of the 

project and fast adjudicator’s decisions 

are needed to avoid or minimize follow-

up costs due to work stoppage or delay 

for example, the higher costs from a 

permanent board of adjudicators should 

be acceptable. Normally these costs 

are eventually paid off at the end. How-

ever, if the risk of conflicts is considered 

low and decisions are not necessarily 

needed soon for project execution, the 

costs from a permanent board of adjudi-

cators may be saved. The disadvantage 

of any possible “slower” decision must 

be considered whatever the choice. At 

any rate, the advantage of both options, 

the permanently integrated and “ad-

hoc” adjudication board, with respect to 

litigation is that decisions come faster, 

the procedure is more cost-effective 

and the rate of acceptance of adjudica-

tor decisions by the parties is higher. 

Another very important aspect is that 

these circumstances contribute to a bet-

ter atmosphere between the parties, 

which eventually leads to increases in 

efficiency and improved product and 

project quality.

Experience with pilot projects 
to the research program 
In the beginning of 2009, as part of the 

above-mentioned guideline, two road 

projects were selected to test the appli-

cation of the guideline. One of them, the 

expansion of a provincial road from two 

to four lanes with an investment volume 

of around € 5 m, has already been fin-

ished. The other involves the construc-

tion of an 8 km section of highway at an 

investment volume of about € 45 m. This 

project is close to completion. In both 

projects the parties have opted for the 

permanent involvement of adjudicators, 

whereby in the smaller project a single 

member board and in the larger one a 

three member board was appointed.

No dispute was referred to adjudi-

cation in the case of the provincial road 

project during its execution. All conflicts 

were resolved on the first, the opera-

tional level. In the highway project the 

parties were also able to resolve many 

conflicts on the first or the second level. 

Till now three substantial conflicts were 

referred to the board of adjudicators 

and have been decided. Here, following 

the procedure described above, both 

parties presented their respective po-

sition on the disputed circumstance in 

written form to the adjudicators, with 

the request to decide on the merits of 

the cases. With this initial information 

available, a joint hearing took place 

where both parties were again able to 

explain their arguments regarding the 

claims. The adjudicators deliberated 

on this basis and gave their provisional 

opinion on how their decisions would 

be. This provided the impetus for the 

parties in the first case to enter into 

negotiations once again and to reach 

a settlement on the entire problem. In 

the second case the parties also ac-

cepted the adjudicator’s explanations 

regarding the merits of the case but they 

were unable to agree on its quantum. 

Instead the parties expanded the brief 

of the adjudicators to the effect that 

they should determine the quantum as 

well. Afterwards the adjudicator’s deci-

sion on the merits and the quantum is 

provisionally binding for both parties 

and could be overruled only by court as 

described above. However, the decision 

in this case was not appealed within the 

contractually stipulated period. There-

fore this decision also became final and 

binding eventually. Currently the merits 

and the quantum of a third, even more 

significant claim are under review by 

the adjudicators.

This year the parties also benefit 

of the adjudicators being permanently 

available in a settlement approach ac-

tually not expressly foreseen in their 

contract. They jointly approached the 

adjudicators to get an even faster but at 

the same time more cost effective infor-

mal opinion regarding a smaller prob-

lem. The parties remembered the first 

adjudication cases, where they were 

able to find a solution on the basis of the 

arbitrator’s first comments. On this ba-

sis they asked the adjudicators for their 

informal comments also on that limited 

dispute. An approach, the authors feel, 

that exploits best the advantage of a 

permanent dispute board if available 

on the project. 

The comparatively low number of 

conflicts referred to the adjudicators 

can be attributed not only to the multi-

stage model for conflict resolution. It 

lies primarily with the preventive mea-
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sures integrated in the guideline overall 

which often prevented conflicts from 

emerging. So, for example, following 

the site progress meetings, meetings 

of a risk committee takes place where 

the parties consider current and poten-

tial risks. In addition, joint (client and 

contractor) workshops are hosted every 

six months where an open exchange 

on problems takes place outside the 

normal construction routine. The early 

appointment of responsible managers 

and the establishment of a road map 

applicable in case of deviations from 

the construction target were able to 

defuse possible items of conflict right 

from the start. Experience shows that 

all these elements contribute to more 

open communication and hence to an 

improvement of the atmosphere among 

participants.

Summary and outlook
The call for alternative methods of dis-

pute resolution is becoming louder and 

louder. The vast majority of players in 

the construction industry are dissat-

isfied with dispute resolution by the 

courts. Experience from outside of Ger-

many and the results so far from pilot 

projects confirm that the existence of 

an adjudication board and where appli-

cable, their informal provisional opinion 

or independent, professional decision 

motivates the parties to reach a settle-

ment. In the cases described above this 

allowed to solve emerging conflicts not 

only faster than by court proceedings 

but also to find solutions which are more 

acceptable to both parties. None had 

to come out as ‘the loser’, as it is often 

the case following court rulings, which 

would not have been beneficial to the 

atmosphere between the parties.

It should also be noted that in the 

projects described above, because of 

the preventive measures such as the 

risk committee, the joint workshops 

and because of the conflict resolution 

model, there were no disruptions such 

as those caused by the lack of decision 

or a massive build-up of problems. This, 

in turn, had a positive effect on the re-

lationship between the parties and of 

course on the project’s progress and the 

construction costs as well.

There is the hope that this develop-

ment continues and differences in opin-

ion can thus mostly be solved quickly 

and amicably. In this case, large sums 

of litigation costs can be saved, on the 

one hand. Cost for claims management 

that otherwise often continues even far 

after the completion of the construction 

activity are clearly minimized, on the 

other hand. 
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